
EMOTIONAL
HUNGER

1. ITS IMPULSIVE
All it takes is a moment to

see a certain food that triggers you

to eat even if youre not hungry

2. IT CAN'T WAIT
Whether it's fast food or at the

restaurant, you have to eat

immediately

3. IT OVERCONSUMES
It's so good that it's hard to not over

eat until your belly aches

4. IT IS TRIGERRED BY
EMOTION
Whether it is excitement or

depression or anxiety food is used to

cope or enhance that emotion

5. NEGATIVE EMOTIONS
AFTER EATING
You eat to feel better and once you

do, you feel guilty or ashamed of

what you ate or how much you ate.

6. IT IS MINDLESS
You hardly taste the food you're

consuming because you are eating

so fast  & you become autopilot

while eating

7. IT HAS TRIGGERS
When you smell or see your "trigger"

food, it causes you to eat even if

you're not hungry.

1. ITS HONEST
You're able to listen to true hunger

cues and only eat when hungry

2. IT CAN WAIT
You feel like eating but you know

you can wait

3. IT KNOWS ITS LIMITS
You stop eating when you feel full

and satisfied because you don't like

how you feel when you over-

consume food

4. IT IS EMOTIONALLY
STABLE
Whatever emotion you feel, you

always check in with yourself to see

if you truly are hungry. And if you're

not hungry, then you don't eat

5. NEUTRAL FEELINGS
AFTER EATING
When you eat out of physical need,

there are no emotions attached to it.

You realize eating is normal &

necessary

6. IT IS MINDFUL &
AWARE
You chew every bite slowly and

acknowledge the meal you are

eating. You also are mindful of when

you are full and you feel in control.

7. IT IS OPEN TO VARIETY
Regardless of preference, you are still

open to trying different foods. But you

know to have more nutritious foods

because of how they make you feel

PHYSICAL
HUNGER


